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Some facts….

By 2050 global 
population will rise to 9 

billion….out of which 

1.7 billion will be 

in India alone

Total calorie requirement will go up 

from 2495 to 3000 
Food grain production would need 

to increase by 5.5 MT annually

Demand for high-value food commodities 
will go up by > 100% due to migration 

of people into cities, increased wealth, 
shift towards diets rich in protein 

Currently..
52% of our population is involved in 
Agriculture.... 

yet it contributes just 13.7% to India’s 
GDP
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Source: UN and FAO, 2005

Arable Land (ha) per person

Most populous countries have 
least room to expand

Produce more with less…
Land |  Water  | Labor

Growing resource constraints

• Much of India’s total arable area already in use (46%)
• Most remaining land has serious soil and terrain 

constraints
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There is also the problem of….
Decreasing size of landholding

86% growers 
in India are 

smallholders

They cultivate 44%
of the land and 

contribute 50% to 
farm output

Landholding declined 
from 2.30ha in the 
70s to 1.32 ha in 

2000-01

Average size would 
be a mere 0.68 ha 

in 2020 and 0.32 
ha in 2030 
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And the degradation of the production environment….

Soil erosion has degraded 120.72 
million ha of land in India

8.4 million ha has soil salinity 
and water-logging 

Water-table & water quality 
deteriorating

Green-revolution belt exhibiting 
problems owing to over-
exploitation and mismanagement 
of soil-and-water resources
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Growing resource constraints

Agriculture is India’s 
largest user of 

water
>40% lost to 

inefficient practices
Nearly 50% 

agricultural land is 
rain-fed 

Produce more with less…
Land   |  Water | Labor
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Farm demographics- aging 
population and migration 
to cities influence labor 
availability

High-tech machines, 
complex production 
processes and strict 
production regulations 
require skilled labor

Growing resource constraints

Produce more with less…
Land   |  Water | Labor
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WHATS THE GOVERNMENT SHOULD DO TO ATTRACT YOUTH 
IN AGRICULTURE? 

Classification: PUBLIC         Draft

The agricultural sector has always played
a strategic role in supplying raw materials
to meet the food needs which continue to
grow along with the increasing number of
population. Therefore, the role of youth
as the next generation for the
sustainability of the agricultural sector is
very important.

Innovation is strongly
associated with the younger
generation, namely how to
make agricultural industry
able to produce something
innovative that inspires
young people to go into
agriculture.
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A honey trap that’s worth it…
BEEKEEPING For this Patiala family, money and honey are 
synonymous. Simranjeet Singh, the young scion, can’t remember 
when his father or uncles last tilled their land for wheat or paddy

Classification: PUBLIC         Draft

Now completely involved in every bit of
it, Simranjeet says anyone can start
beekeeping. “All you need is five bee
boxes. You can start with one too, buying
more as the bees grow in number; but
five boxes will give you a decent return
of around ` 1.5 lakh at the end of the
year.” But he also has something up his
sleeve for the growing fraternity of
beekeepers. “There are almost 35,000
beekeepers in Punjab alone. I am trying
to bring them together under the banner
of the Progressive Honey BeeKeeping
Association of which I am the president.
We will ensure they get a good rate. We
only need a little push from the
government.

This image cannot currently be displayed.
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Flowering mini-Holland in Punjab
GLAD OVER ‘GLAD’ After Gurwinder Singh could not pass his engineering entrance 
exam, he opened a sweets shop and later took to horse-breeding and customising
jeeps, refusing to join the family business of growing wheat and paddy on the 
ancestral land. It’

Classification: PUBLIC         Draft

VIA WHATSAPP
Besides gladiolas, Gurwinder
Singh grows organic pulses 
and other crops, which he and 
his group of friends sell 
directly to customers by 
creating WhatsApp groups! 
“We are directly selling 
organic pulses and 
vegetables to over 30 homes 
in Mohali via WhatsApp. To 
take farm-fresh food to many 
more homes, we would soon 
start our own web portal. A 
kilogram of organic dal we 
sell at ` 100 is sold in city 
stores at double the price,” 
says Gurwinder.
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Collaborations & projects
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Philosophy…..

Taking responsibility for our products-
from production to safe use….

Total > 12000 Village in Punjab ..

1,500 trainings for farmers in 2015

More than 25000 farmers and

nearly 300 Channel partners trained 

Project with 3000 co-
operative Societies to 

12000 villages 
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GroMore is a dream harvest for farmers !!

Early Harvesting ‐ GroMore harvesting  is  early by 15  days , means  
will be able to advance sowing of Rabi crop for a better harvest . 

Better Output Price – because of better quality GroMore crop 
fetching min 22 $ /MT means 9%  higher than farmer practice 

GroMore Practice Farmer Practice 1st GroMore harvest in market 

Observe the grain color
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Nuffield Scholars welcome India….

Classification: PUBLIC         Draft
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Thanks to Nuffield International….

Classification: PUBLIC         Draft
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